I. INTRODUCTION
Global texture theory is a cosmological model of large-scale structure formation. Texture is a semitopological defect in a theory where a global symmetry group 6 is broken to a group H such that m3(G/H)%1. We can take as a toy model a theory with a complex doublet of scalar fields and a Mexican hat potential generalized to four dimensions, in which case the vacuum manifold is S.
Texture is formed when the field wraps around enough of S to cause unwinding. Energy lumping of the field configuration causes accretion of matter, thus forming large-scale structure [2, 3] .
To understand cosmological structure formation, we need to have information about the texture distribution. The texture distribution depends crucially on the critical winding [4] (i.e. , the winding above which collapse occurs). The formation probability for texture with a given winding distribution depends on the critical wind- ing. More or fewer textures are formed if the critical winding is low or high, respectively.
Critical winding is determined by the dynamics of the field configuration as uncorrelated regions of the field come into the horizon. Thus, we need to have a good understanding of field dynamics in the texture model to understand the texture distribution.
Dynamics of texture field configurations have been analyzed in a variety of studies. A self-similar o. -model solution has been found for the Hat, nonexpanding universe with winding w =1 [2] . For this solution collapse proceeds at the speed of light. This study is limited by the fact that dynamics at the point of unwinding are not obtainable with the approximations used. Also, solutions for noninteger winding are not known.
Numerical studies have been able to get past the above limitations [5 -7] . [8] .
Some analytical work has been done in the adiabatic approximation using the cr-model approach [9] . In expanding space the correlation scale is set by the horizon size at to, H(to). In the spherically symmetric case, if at r =0 we choose the field to be at the north pole of the vacuum manifold, and at the horizon (r =x) the field is at some different location g on the vacuum manifold, then at r =0, y(0)=0 and at r =x, y(x)=g. The simplest way of constructing an ansatz incorporating this correlation is to join the points y(0) and y(x) with a line segment from y(0) =0 to y(x) =g, having slope a.
There is one remaining scale in the problem, an integral cutoff R, imposed to keep the energy in the configuration finite. Since effectively we have imposed a reAective or free boundary condition at R, R is set to be half the intertexture separation, which has been studied using Monte Carlo methods. The field y is assumed constant and equal to g from r =x to R.
Incorporating the above considerations, we use the ansatz ( Fig. 1 (g, a) space. Critical winding can be found either by distinguishing which trajectories finally expand and which finally collapse, or by calculating the intersection of the line of initial conditions and the line of intersection of the tangent surface to the top of the ridge in which the saddle point lies with the ridge. We found the former method more convenient.
Note that critical winding increases from the nonexpanding (Fig. 3) to the radiation-dominated (Fig. 4) to the matter-dominated cases (Fig. 5 ). This can be understood physically. The expanding background introduces an extra pull on the texture configuration, thus causing more configurations to expand, and thus pushing critical winding higher than in the nonexpanding universe. The matter-dominated background expands more quickly than the radiation-dominated background, thus pushing critical winding even higher in the matter-dominated case.
The effect of extra pull due to the background manifests itself in the effective potential such that the barrier region, including the saddle point moves to a higher value of g.
In an open background, the area of concentric spheres increases more quickly as we leave the origin than in a Hat background. This effect also tends to add a pull to the configuration, and push critical winding upwards.
As R increases (Fig. 6) These results can be compared to results presented in [7, 5] . In [7] The above extrapolation does not work as well with the expanding cases but the increase in critical winding with expansion is seen consistently in the current study as well as [7] and [5] .
Finally, we want to note that the approach presented in this paper is also interesting, in general, as an approach to studying the cr model for noninteger windings where there is a cutoff scale R.
